4c Logistics Upgrades To Robocom Systems Third Party Logistics WMS

Farmingdale, NY and Markham, ON, December 16, 2014. Robocom Systems International announced today that long time customer 4c Logistics has upgraded to Robocom’s Third Party Logistics WMS and Billing Solution (R-WMS.net).

Located in Itasca, Illinois, 4c Logistics manages 120,000 square feet of warehouse space, all under a single roof. Customers of 4c Logistics are offered a variety of services including Order Entry / Fulfillment, EDI, Inventory Control, Light Assembly and Reverse Logistics. 4c Logistics strives to build long term relationships through personalized customer service and logistics solutions that meet their client’s business and customer needs.

Doug Campbell, Owner of 4c Logistics said, “While the original implementation of Robocom’s WMS served us well for a number of years, we expect to recognize many new benefits as a result of upgrading to R-WMS.net in our warehouse operation. Doug identified the ability to create and modify labels, automatically generated emails, a more automated billing process and the customer portal as some areas in which 4c Logistics will see immediate benefits.

“The upgrade to R-WMS.net demonstrates the confidence 4c Logistics has placed in Robocom as their WMS provider,” said Fred Radcliffe, Robocom President. “R-WMS.net has been designed and developed to address the needs of the Third Party Logistics industry and we are confident that 4c Logistics will be happy with their decision to upgrade.”

About 4c Logistics
4c Logistics offers both small and large corporations 40 plus accumulative years of experience in providing and creating logistics solutions. For more information, visit www.4clogistics.com

About Robocom
Robocom Systems International has focused for over 30 years on developing and implementing Supply Chain Execution software solutions. Robocom’s solutions include Warehouse Management, 3PL Billing, Transportation Management, Voice Technology and Labor Management. An Enterprise Transportation System and Enterprise Resource Planning System round out the Supply Chain Execution offering. Our investment in research and development is keenly focused on the needs of the business leaders responsible for the day-to-day results in warehousing, distribution, third party logistics, transportation and trucking operations. For more information visit www.robocom.com